
MALE DOMESTIC SHORT HAIR

SANTA MARIA, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY,

CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES

 

Phone: 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Nutella and Toast are a bonded pair, and Nutella needs 

Toast like chocolate needs hazelnut!Nut is a handsome 

creamy, chocolatey cat, with candy-blue eyes floating in 

his chocolate pool face. He is as sweet as he sounds!Nut is 

timid and self-conscious, but just waiting for you to lie 

down where he lies under a bed or couch, to reach in and 

pet his luxurious coat. He loves being scratched under his 

chin, and is not opposed to being pet anywhere; he'll reach 

for you with velvet paws, `please love me`, and knead, 

purr, and roll with glee. This strengthens his nerve and 

then he will get up, stretch and come closer for brushing 

and play. Brushing is important because Nut cannot groom 

himself easily or at all, he especially appreciates his 

backbone brushed.It seems Toast and Nut may have came 

from a home where they may not have felt safe, perhaps a 

lot of commotion kept them hiding away, where they had 

each other for support-and gained weight from stress and 

inactivity. While Nut is becoming more confident as time 

goes on, he is like Toast, he prefers to stay away from 

clumsy, unpredictable human feet and movement. He 

knows he is not nimble, but he is slowly losing weight. He 

will need a prescribed food for continued healthy weight 

loss until he has reached his appropriate size (he loves the 

Hill's Metabolic that he is currently eating). A patient 

person who will excite him with a toy goes a long way to 

perk his mindset and Toast does her part by getting him to 

romp in mornings (very cute).There is no doubt that, with 

Toast by his side, Nut will become healthy, active, and 

maybe even a little sassy!Take a look at Toast's 

description, then if you are interested in this pair of love-

bugs, please call to inquire.
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